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ONENESS 101: 43 – Brasilia, Brazil 
 

The first Hierarchal guidance for the fourth major stop of the South America Mission came in my 

meditation on March 1, 2011, when I communed with Hilarion, his twin soul Meta, a space 

commander from Uranus, and Archangel Raphael of the Fifth Ray. They lifted me up in the spirit 

and escorted me in my light body to the area high above the central section of South America. 

They showed me a huge, green, 5-sided pentagon over the whole continent. Hilarion conveyed 

that the principal goal of the entire mission would be to anchor this Christ canopy of unity and 

integration over all 12 South American nations.  
 

Hilarion then prompted me to look to the east 

and down upon Brasilia. He said that this 

capital of Brazil, which is by far the largest and 

most populous nation in South America, might 

serve as the entire continent’s capital; similar 

to Washington, DC in the United States. The 

USA is the prototype of the New JerUSAlem or 

I Am Nation that is descending to Earth in 

these Latter Days. Once South America is 

united with one government, it will integrate 

with Central America and North America, to 

produce one unified Western Hemisphere. 

This will lay the groundwork for Jesus’ 

redescent in his light body and the birth of the I 

Am Nation worldwide. Therefore, Brasilia is the 

fourth major site of the South America Mission. 
 

At the time of receiving this guidance, it made perfect spiritual and logical sense. Still, I had no 

idea whatsoever if any unification movement or activity already existed in South America. 

Imagine my total surprise when in early September 2011, some six months later, I initially read 

about the Union of South America Nations (UNASUR). This continental organization had begun 

in 2004 with the initial merging of two trade entities, the Community of Andean Nations and 

Mercosur; with the European Union as its model. Amazingly, it was only 10 days after my 

communion with Hilarion that UNASUR became a functioning entity on March 11, 2011. If I ever 

had needed confirmation of my communion and guidance from Hilarion, here it was in spades!  
 

Brasilia is located 468 miles northwest of Rio de Janeiro, in the east-central section of the 

country. The inspiration to begin anew and to relocate the capital from Rio to Brasilia originated 

in the late 1800s, but did not come to fruition until 1956-60. Brasilia is an entirely planned city 

that was constructed from scratch in a formerly sparsely populated area. It now has about 4 

million citizens. From above, the city is said to look like an airplane or butterfly, with others 

claiming it appears as an eagle.  
 

Part of the designers’ plans and hopes was that Brasilia would provide a fresh start for a new, 

balanced and properly functioning democratic government. In this sense, it was a kind of a New 
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Jerusalem that descended to earth, rather 

than spring up from past civilizations and 

cities. Still, shortly after Brasilia’s opening, in 

1964, a military dictatorship took over and 

was not eradicated fully until 1985. Since 

then, democratic government has ruled 

continuously in Brazil. Similar such swings 

from democracy to military rule and back 

likewise took place in most South America 

nations during the turbulent 1960s & 1970s. 
   

Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva was president of 

Brazil from 1993-2010. Coming from a leftist, 

labor union background, he became a 

pragmatic capitalist during his highly 

successful and popular administration. His 

social programs to uplift and serve the poor 

were a hallmark of his presidency, even as 

he guided Brazil to economic proposperity. 

Brazil is now the world’s 8th largest economy. It has been a net creditor since January 2008, 

with it earning more in trade than it spends at home. 25 million Brazilians were lifted out of 

poverty between 2002 and 2010. The middle class expanded from 37 to 50% of the population. 
 

“Lula’s” hand-picked successor is his former chief of staff, Dilma 

Rousseff, who took office on January 1, 2011. As Brazil’s first 

woman president, she follows in the gender trailblazing footsteps 

of Argentina’s current president, Cristina  Fernandez de Kircher, 

and Chile’s former president, Michelle Bachelet 2006-2010. 

Rousseff is considered by some to be the third most powerful 

woman worldwide, after Germany’s Angela Merkel and the USA’s 

Hillary Clinton. Rousseff’s goal for Brazil is for it to continue to 

grow economically with social inclusion and mobility. 
 

When MariLyn and I are in Brasilia from November 8-14, 2011, 

our hotel will be on the city’s large manmade lake. This hotel is 

right next door to the Presidential Palace. We don’t know if the 

president will be there or if the legislature will be in session during our stay. Certainly, however, 

we will be projecting to them! 
 

On September 26, 2011, I dreamt that I was observing President Rousseff as she spoke of her 

anxiety, concern and upset over current but unidentified conditions; perhaps including her own 

health (she was successfully treated for lymphoma in 2010). Her upset reflected and was similar 

to what I had been feeling for the last day. In a second scene, she came to me as her healer 

and physician. Pouring down and through me to her was vivid violet light of the Sixth Ray of 
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transmutation and cleansing. It filled her auric field completely, and she was renewed and 

rebalanced. My previously unexplained discomfort likewise disappeared. 
 

Sixth Ray transmutation and cleansing often overlap with Fifth Ray unity, healing and 

integration. South America, like every other place and country in the world, has much that needs 

further refinement and renovation. Without this cleansing, unity and integration are not possible. 

With healing attention, cleansing and transmutation also become untenable. The two work 

together as one.  
 

This is my first specific light-body healing communion with any of the South American leaders 

since I start receiving the guidance about the mission. It may foreshadow part of the spiritual 

work and projections that MariLyn and I will do when we physically are there. Not my will but 

Thine be done. 
 

Visualization: Surround yourself in a Christ cocoon of light and love. Rise up in consciousness 

and come into communion with Hilarion, who was Charles Fillmore and Paul the Apostle. With 

him and his co-workers as one, see yourself high over South America. Envision the whole 

continent transfigured with a green, etheric canopy of Christ unity and integration. Over Brasilia, 

see a smaller canopy or umbrella top, one of five that are positioned over five major centers 

throughout the continent. Envision this Brasilia canopy being tethered and anchored to earth, 

such that all of Brasilia’s governmental activities are infused with unity and integration, setting 

the stage for ongoing South American unification. See the transmutation and healing of 

President Rousseff and other Brazilian leaders. See it. Prepare for it. Know that it will be so.  

 

# # # # # # # # # # # # 

To make a donation for the South American Mission, please write your check, and send it, to: 
Mark-Age, Inc., PO Box 10, Pioneer, TN 37847. Write "South American Mission" in the memo 
section in the lower left hand corner of the check. Your prayers and contributions are what make 

this mission possible. Thank you! 

My new email address is healinghaven555@aol.com.  
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